Npr Ethics Handbook
The Diane Rehm discussion prompted clarification of how far the ethics code should study and
apply the ethical principles and guidance in this handbook.". All NPR journalists should read and
follow the guidance in this handbook. Those who work for shows, podcasts and programming
that are not part of the News.

We expect outside contributors to be free of conflicts of
interest, to be fair and to perform their work in a manner
consistent with NPR's ethical principles.
Watch What You Say: It's National Grammar Day. Prescriptivists, this is your holiday. To mark
the occasion, here are some relevant links and tools we all may (or. The NPR Accuracy
Checklist. Mistakes happen, but lately we've been making too many. See for yourself on our
corrections page: npr.org/corrections. Guidance On The Words 'Protests' And 'Protesters'. Please
avoid referring to the people in Baltimore who have injured police officers, started fires, looted
stores.
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On The Word 'Suicide'. We are being careful about the word “suicide”
when reporting about the actions of the Germanwings co-pilot. There are
at least two. Don't Always Believe What You Remember. There are
several reasons to read this New York Times Magazine piece: “How
Gary Hart's Downfall Forever.
On Gender Identity. Bruce Jenner's appearance Friday on ABC-TV may
generate news we want to report. If you'll be involved in the coverage,
it's worth revisiting. “Countless” showed up 255 times in the past year
on NPR.org. – The word is in 112 broadcast transcripts from that same
period. There are two points to make. That line from the Columbia
Journalism Review's dissection of Rolling Stone's infamous investigation
of an alleged gang rape underscores why the CJR report.

Words such as “we,” “our” and “us” are
sometimes being used in ways that they
shouldn't. It isn't appropriate, for example, to
be discussing U.S. policy.
Don't Trust, Do Verify: The Vaping Hoax. Last week's appearance in
The New York Times of a “Joe Stevonson,” who turned out to be
someone pretending to be. What did Mark annoy us about in 2014? Here
are the year's “Memmos” divided into categories: ATTENDING
RALLIES AND POLITICKING. – “Don't sign, don't. NPR's standards
editor & ombudsman minimize and/or ignore NPR ethics requirements
According to NPR's ethics handbook, NPR ombudsman Edward. The
starting point for ethical aggregation is to practice attribution. The NPR
Ethics Handbook provides clear direction on the standard for attributing
information:. An update to NPR's ethics handbook released Thursday
clarifies which staffers and shows should abide by the guidelines. NPR
said earlier this month that it. Timely Reminder: It's 'Daylight Saving'
That's Ending, Not 'Daylight Savings'. This is a preemptive strike: When
we remind (most*) Americans that they should set.
(For example, freelance journalists are expected to adhere to generally
accepted standards of journalism ethics, NPR's ethics handbook is
available online.
Don't Trust Your Mother Or The Internet. The old newsroom adage “if
your mother says she loves you, check it out,” applies to information on
the Internet as well.
NPR has a good ethics handbook, an excellent standards and practices
editor in Mark Memmott, and a strong internal culture dedicated to
neutral journalism.

Because it is “essential to avoid even the appearance that fundraising in
support of the Morning Edition Book Club has influenced the editorial
decision-making.
Matt Thompson will be the deputy editor of theatlantic.com, NPR
staffers were told in a Alongside Mark Memmott, he coauthored NPR's
ethics handbook (and. Here is what the NPR ethics handbook says about
transparency: To inspire confidence in our journalism, it is critical that
we give the public the tools to evaluate. It's a good question. NPR's
ethics handbook clearly precludes its journalists from speaking at
fundraisers, among other activities: We avoid speaking to groups. He
previously helped coordinate 12 local websites in conjunction with NPR
member stations and coauthored NPR's ethics handbook. Before going
to NPR.
Even then, as Memmott cited NPR's ethics handbook, you should
retweet information in the same way you would put it "on the air or in a
'traditional' NPR.org. Occasionally, someone in a photo we have posted
asks that we remove the image from our website. Any such request must
be redirected to: – Kainaz Amaria. In an Oct. 10 memo published on the
network's ethics handbook site, NPR explained its new position on the
term and said that it was inappropriate for NPR.
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We follow the NPR ethics handbook, which includes both guiding principles on journalistic
standards, and practical advice on everyday reporting. There.

